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Abstract
We consider the problem of sources counting and Time Delays of Arrival (TDOAs) estimation from a two-channel reverberant mixture in the
underdetermined case. Most existing estimating TDOA implementations are based on a prior knowledge about the number of involved sources
in the mixture. Whereas, we develop a new function that only takes the observed mixtures as input. In this paper, we describe the basic of the
proposed function, its development and its evaluation on real recorded mixtures with reference to widely used methods. Through simulations and
real environment experiments, we indicate that our method outperforms other state-of-the-art TDOA methods in terms of accuracy, while being
significantly more efficient in terms of computational complexity.
c⃝ 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance
Localization consists of estimating the spatial position of a source. When sources’ signal is recorded using a microphone array,
this problem is addressed by the Time Delay of Arrival (TDOA) estimation of each source for each pair of microphone. The TDOA
estimation has been widely addressed as it is used for many applications such as video-conferencing, and robot auditions. Methods
to estimate TDOA can be broadly classified into three categories. The first category [1–3] converts the observed phase difference into
a TDOA in each time-frequency bin and builds a histogram of the TDOAs whose peaks point to the sources. The second category [4]
alternately clusters the time frequency bins into sources and updates the source TDOAs according to the observed phase differences.
The third category [5–7] builds a function of TDOA called angular spectrum, whose peak(s) indicate the TDOA(s) compatible with
the observed phase difference in each time-frequency bin, and sums this function over all bins. Angular spectrum and clustering
approaches were developed and integrated in a toolbox BSS-Locate [8]. It involves twelve different source localization methods:
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Eight methods based on the detection of the peaks of an angular spectrum: the Generalized Cross-Correlation with Phase Transform
(GCC-PHAT), a version of GCC-PHAT with a non-linear function (GCC-NONLIN), Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC),
several Signal to Noise Ratio based local angular spectra like Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR), Delay-and-Sum
(DS) Beamforming and four methods based on clustering of the time-frequency bins. All these methods require an initial guess of
the number of sources and their TDOAs.
The proposed SRC Num TDOA is a simple MATLAB code. It implements a new approach allowing source counting and local-
ization using only two observed mixtures captured by only two microphones without any prior knowledge.
The algorithm of the proposed code is based on the emphasis of speech excitation component. A Hilbert Envelop (HE) of the
linear prediction residual is first derived from the tow mixed signals captured by tow sensors, followed by a pre-processing task to
emphasize instants of significant excitation. Finally the number of speakers and their time delays of arrival are synthesized over a
cross-correlation function between the modified and pre-processed Hilbert envelopes of linear prediction residual of the tow mixed
signals. Theoretical basis and test of the code are available in [9]. Its practical use is performed by [10–12], among others. In fact, it
was initially developed for a spatial localization purpose. Indeed, knowing the TDOA of a source allows its direction of arrival (Az-
imuth angle) estimation [10]. Furthermore, it was used for a new blind source separation technique [11], which uses the estimated
TDOA to separate Glottal Closure Instants of each involved speaker in the mixture. Moreover, using SRC Num TDOA coupled with
a separation technique allows the localization in distance of each source referring to the center of the used microphone array [12].
The reminder of the article is as follows: in Section 2 we briefly describe the code; Section 3 presents some examples; in Section 4
we discuss the impact of the code; and finally, we conclude in Section 5. Code metadata is given before Section 1.
2. Software description
SRC Num TDOA is a single MATLAB function which computes the number of involved sources in a stereo mixture and
estimates their Time Delay of Arrival (TDOA). The method behind this code is based on sparsity assumption where we suppose
that only one source is active in each time-frequency point [9]. TDOAs estimation and source counting are determined by a cross-
correlation function between Hilbert Envelop (HE) of the linear prediction (LP) residual of the two observed mixtures. The number
and locations of spurious peaks in the cross-correlation function determinate the number of sources and their TDOAs respectively.
However, the large number of small values in the HE’s of LP residual of each channel may result in spurious peaks the in
cross-correlation, that make difficult to distinguish between lobs defining speakers and others which are just the effect of
reverberation. Therefore, a preprocessing step of the HE’s of LP residual of each channel is applied before cross correlation time
delays by emphasizing the instants of significant excitation in HE’s. The preprocessing task enhances sources’ Instants of Glottal
Closure (GCI’s) around regions of high SNR. The location of the peaks with the respect to the center point (zero lag) in the cross
correlation function between preprocessed observed signals corresponds to the time delays of arrival of the dominant speaker in the
processed frame. This delay is computed over successive frames of 500 ms shifted by 20 ms all over mixed speech. The occurred
number of each delay is computed along the mixed speech. An exhaustive description of the approach behind SRC Num TDOA is
beyond the scope of this paper, for an extended discussion of the approach, refer to [13].
2.1. Software architecture
The code is a single m-file that runs under MATLAB programming language [14], all subroutines are included in the principal
file SRC Num TDOA.
2.2. Principal file software functionalities
The code can detect the number of speech sources and localize them by providing their TDOA expressed in (msec). Table 1
details required inputs to run the proposed code and specify its outputs. SRC Num TDOA is simply run by one command as it is
shown by the following MATLAB command prompt:
3. Illustrative examples
In this section we test our code on a real recorded data for the case of three mixed speech sources. We perform also experiments
on multi-sources mixtures extracted from BSS-Locate Toolbox [15]. Then we present a useful application of the proposed code.
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Table 1
Outputs and required inputs of the developed MATLAB function SRC Num TDOA.m.
Parameters Size Description Unit
Inputs x (n × 2) matrix Stereo recorded mixture Sample
f s – Sampling frequency kHz
d – Microphone spacing m
Outputs num spk est – Estimated number of sources –
taue (1× num spk est) Vector of estimated TDOA’s ms
3.1. Real data
Experiments were conducted using multi-speaker signals containing three speakers collected from TIMIT [16] database and
played simultaneously throw loudspeakers in a Dolby studio 5.1 with a reverberation time RT60 = 150 ms and Signal-To-noise
ratio (SNR) set at 6 dB. The mixed speech data have a duration of 10 (s). They were sampled at 44.1 kHz and collected using
tow cardioids microphones separated by a distance of 1 m. The loudspeakers were positioned at different distances as shown in
Fig. 1, where we noticed each distance separating each microphone from the three loudspeakers. These distances are measured to
determine real sources’ TDOAs. The real TDOA for each speaker must be in the range [− dc , dc ], where d is the distance between
microphones and c is the speed of sound in air (c = 340, 29 ms−1). The real TDOA for each source is expressed as:
τi = di1 − di2c (1)
where di1, and di2 are distances separating the i th source from Microphone 1 and Microphone 2 consecutively.
To generate the signals used for evaluation, we just add the directories WAV-files to the Matlab path, and type in MATLAB
command prompt:
The sources’ TDOA are estimated by typing:
The code computes the occurred number of each delay (in term of number of samples) along the mixed speech. The number of
peaks is the number of speakers and their positions referring to the zero time lags are their TDOAs expressed in (ms) as shown in
Fig. 2. We note that little side lobes are essentially due to the reverberation time. Table 2reports the real time delayτi computed from
the measured distances and the estimated time delay τ1 obtained from the proposed code. These results are compared with those
performed by existing angular spectrum methods extracted from BSS-Locate: Generalized Cross-Correlation with Phase Transform
(GCC-PHAT), Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC), Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR), and Delay-and-Sum
(DS) Beamforming. Accurate results performed by GCC-PHAT are due to the predefined optimal number of selected peaks which
is equal to the number of sources. However, our proposed code performs results close to those fulfilled by GCC-PHAT without any
prior information about the number of speakers.
In order to evaluate SRC Num TDOA performance, commonly used objective metric is used known as F-measure criterion
which depends on the number of highest peaks and the number of speakers as defined in [13]. To use angular spectrum methods,
we need to fix an optimal number of peaks equal to the known number of speaker to have the best F-measure. However, considering
the real number of peaks and comparing results with the proposed code, Fig. 3 shows that the last one shows the best result.
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Fig. 1. The configuration of loudspeakers and microphones in a Dolby 5.1 studio.
Fig. 2. Percentage of number of frames of each speaker as function of delays for the case of three speakers registered under real conditions. Arrows show superiors’
peaks presenting the number of sources.
Table 2
Estimated time delay τi (est τ) computed by the proposed code (SRC Num TDOA), GCC-PHAT, MVDR, MUSIC and DS against
real time delay τi (real τ) expressed in (ms) for the case of three speakers (Spk)real recorded mixture. di1, and di2 expressed in (m)
are distances separating the i th source from Microphone 1 and Microphone 2 consecutively.
No of Spk di1 di2 Real τ SRC Num TDOA GCC-PHAT MVDR MUSIC DS
1 3.00 3.80 −2.35 −2.13 −2.14 −0.35 2.11 −0.35
2 3.27 3.37 −0.29 −0.36 −0.35 0.09 1.42 0.09
3 5.42 4.90 1.50 0.93 1.04 −0.09 0.35 1.04
3.2. Experiments on BSS-Locate mixtures
The presented code is tested over multiple mixtures extracted from BSS-Locate toolbox [15]. Each mixture contains two to six
sources, under different configurations: six reverberation times (from 50 to 750 ms), four microphones spacing (from 5 cm to 1 m),
four distances between the sources and the center of the microphones pair (from 20 to 2 ms), and Three sources types (male, female,
and music) sampled at 16 kHz. The full version of the toolbox contains the source signals and the mixing filters used for evaluation
of the code. The filters are named ⟨J ⟩src ⟨RT ⟩ ⟨d⟩ ⟨r⟩ con f ig⟨k⟩.mat where ⟨J ⟩ is the number of sources, ⟨RT ⟩ the reverberation
time, ⟨d⟩ the microphone spacing, ⟨r⟩ the distance between the sources and the center of the microphone pair and ⟨k⟩ the index of
one configuration satisfying the above characteristics.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the proposed code (SRC Num TDOA) against angular spectrum methods (GCC-PHAT, MUSIC, DS, and MVDR) in terms of F-measure
for the case of three speakers.
To generate the signals used for evaluation, we add the directories sources/ and filters/ to the Matlab path and we type:
x = mix(fname, stype) where fname is one of the mixing filter filenames in the directory filters/ and stype is ‘female’, or ‘male’.
For the case of five male sources mixed under a reverberation time RT60m = 100 ms with 1 m between microphones and 1 m
between sources and microphones, we type in Command window prompt:
After loading the mixture we estimate sources TDOAs of the five sources by typing:
The proposed code generates Fig. 4. It shows the estimated number of speakers and their TDOAs.
BSS-Locate toolbox estimates the Time Differences of Arrival (TDOAs) of multiple sources in a stereo audio signal recorded by
a pair of omnidirectional microphones by different categories of source localization methods like angular spectrum-based methods
including GCC-Phat, MUSIC, MVDR, and DS.
In order to apply GCC-Phat method we just type:
tau = bss locate spec(x, fs, d, nsrc)
where x is n samples x2 matrix containing a stereo signal, f s the sampling frequency in H z, d the microphone spacing in meters
and nsrc the number of sources. The output tau is then the 1× nsrc vector of estimated TDOAs in seconds.
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Fig. 4. Percentage of number of frames of each speaker as function of delays for the case of five speakers’ mixture extracted from BSS-Locate toolbox.
For the case of three male sources mixture registered under a reverberation time RT60 = 50 ms with 1 m between microphones
and 1m between sources and microphones, we type in command window prompt:
SRC Num TDOA is evaluated to test its robustness in diverse conditions. The performed test focuses on the behavior of TDOA
estimation under practical environment. It shows the impact of varying the number of sources, the microphone spacing, the
reverberation time, and the number of selected peaks using a varying number of speakers. In order to evaluate SRC Num TDOA
performance, commonly used objective metric is used known as F-measure criterion. As defined in [13], F-measure depends on
highest peaks and speakers number. We then investigate the behavior of the F-measure average score overall mixtures as a function
of different parameters.
Evaluation is carried out using speech signals including unrelated female and male speech. The code performance was evaluated
under varying reverberation time. We have just taken mixtures with microphones spacing equal to 1 m and distance separating
microphones from sources equal to 1 m. Results averaged over 10 mixtures in each reverberation time in terms of F-measure are
depicted in Fig. 5. It can be clearly shown that SRC Num TDOA performs well for a reverberation smaller than 300 ms. However,
for a higher reverberation time the F-measure decreases because reverberation affects the number of peaks by adding other sidelobs.
We choose speech sources including unrelated male and female to investigate the behavior of the average F-measure score
in terms of the microphones spacing. We set reverberation time to 50 ms and the distance separating Microphones from sources
equal to 1 m. The results are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that SRC Num TDOA achieves almost perfect results for all number
of sources for a moderate and large distance between microphones (d > 0.6 m). However, the drop in performance is mostly
pronounced for small microphone spacings, which leads to smaller TDOA difference between spatially separated sources.
We investigate the performance of SRC Num TDOA by studying the effect of selected peaks’ number on the F-measure value.
For that, we use mixtures which speech sources including unrelated male and female speech mixed under low reverberation time
RT60 = 50 ms, with optimal microphone spacing (d = 1 m), and distance separating Microphones from sources equal to 1 m.
Results averaged over 10 mixtures for each number of speakers in terms of F-measure are depicted in Fig. 7 Where we can note
that for a low reverberation time highest peaks number perfectly matched the number of speakers.
It can be concluded from these results that SRC Num TDOA performs well in a minimum reverberation time and for a micro-
phone distance above 0.3 m. The former setting is useful in practice, since it matches the size of robot head. Our findings show
that SRC Num TDOA have been successful for anechoic TDOA estimation. Improvements for reverberant TDOA estimation are
needed to solve this problem in the future.
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Fig. 5. Average F-measure as a function of reverberation RT60 expressed in (ms): Case of two, three, four, five and six sources (spk) with 1 m microphone spacing.
Fig. 6. Average F-measure as a function of the distance between microphones (d) expressed in (m) for different number of speakers for a 50 ms reverberation.
Fig. 7. Average F-measure as a function of number of peaks for a 50 ms reverberation time.
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Table 3
Computational complexity.
Method Run time (s)
SRC Num TDOA 1.02
GCC-Phat 1.39
MUSIC 11.76
MVDR 6.34
DS 6.64
3.3. Computational complexity
In order to study the computational complexity of our proposed code and other conventional methods (GCC-Phat, MUSIC,
MVDR, and DS), we estimated the elapsed time that each code performs to estimate TDOA. We present the results for a scenario
with three sources in Table 3. Note that for the run of the methods we used the same computer to compare them fairly. We use Matlab
2010b implementation on 1.47 GHz CPU 2.00 GB RAM. Our SRC Num TDOA clearly has the lowest computational complexity.
GCC-Phat requires almost one and a half times as many time, while MUSIC, MVDR, and DS need almost more than six times as
many time. The complexity of SRC Num TDOA is much higher than all the other methods.
3.4. Applications
Knowing the Time Delay of each source referring to the center point of the microphone array allows their spatial localization
by determining their Direction of Arrival (Azimuth angle) as we detailed in [10]. Spatial localization is basically used for camera
steering or source tracking applications.
4. Impact
The use of SRC Num TDOA has multiple advantages. First, existing sources localization codes require knowledge of the number
of involved speakers. However, proposed SRC Num TDOA allows localization without any prior guess. Then SRC Num TDOA
enables researchers to simulate binaural system as it employs only tow sensors, which is a challenging task in new technologies.
Compared with existing methods, SRC Num TDOA is the more confident code with the most accurate results as detailed in [13].
Moreover, all existing methods depend on a prior information about the number of speakers, however SRC Num TDOA computes
sources’ TDOA in blind manner. This will be for immediate gain for robot designers. SRC Num TDOA has been extensively
used by authors for developing new methods for separation and localization. Moreover, it can be employed for more sophisticated
applications such as sources tracking and recognition. It could be adopted by robot applications in restricted conditions. One way
to improve this code would be to apply dereverberation function on the mixed speech before estimating TDOA’s.
5. Conclusions
Through SRC Num TDOA, blind source localization is made possible to future robot technologies based on binaural system by
using only two sensors. This allows new robot to localize and determinate the number of sources without any prior information.
It allows researchers to move from microphone array robot technology to a more suitable one, with only two microphones.
Even if SRC Num TDOA is performing well only in restricted conditions, it can be improved in future version by introducing
a dereverberation function.
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